
Group Homework
For the week of March 27, 2022

GETTING TO KNOW ME:
 • What do you do when you need some rest?

 SPIRITUAL INFLUENCE:
 • How can you create a deeper bond with your one life  

this week? 

REVIEW:
What stood out to you from this week’s message?

DIGGING DEEPER:
It may be strange to think of rest as a spiritual discipline, but we 
see its importance repeatedly in scripture. God set an example 
during the creation for us to take heed of rest; this was there 
before sin even entered the world. God desires us to both seek the 
benefits of work and rest. Our world tends to glorify one extreme 
over the other, so while God desires us to do both, we tend to put all 
our identity into our work or our desire into resting.   
Read: Hebrews 4:1-4, 9-10

March 27, 2022

 1. Do we live in a culture that values rest?

  a. How important is rest to you?

  b. How was rest modeled for you when you were younger?

 2. Does the idea of rest as a spiritual discipline change the way 
you think about it?

 3. Make a brief list of the positives that come with resting and the 
negatives that come without it.



APPLICATION: (Share with your Group if you are willing)
 1. What things exhaust you most in your life?

  a. How can you build in a spiritual rhythm of rest?

  b. How can you model rest for those around you? 

EXTRA STUDY:
 • Matthew 11:28-30
 • Psalm 23

PRAYER REQUESTS:

The homework is available to do and save on the MPCC App!  
Click: Groups — Date (of homework).

Share pictures of your Group! #mpccgroups

  4. How does our identity play into our ability to rest?

 5. What is the importance of having a pattern or rhythm of rest 
that we adhere to instead of just going until we have to stop?

 6. How does the type of rest we see in the Bible differ from the 
type of rest we see in our world? Or does it?


